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The Genocide and Persecution series offers readers a multitude of perspectives, allowing for a more nuanced understanding of these
complex and horrific periods in world history; each volume is an anthology of previously published materials on acts of geno; Title
explores genocide and persecution of the Kurds, including the historical/cultural Author: Noah Berlatsky.
The Kurdish people have been subject to genocide and persecution over the last hundred years. Learn about the Kurdish genocide at
the Kurdish Project. The Kurdish news outlet Dihaber, for example, which has widely covered the devastation of Sur and the
persecution of its Christians, was shut down by governmental decree at the end of August.
The Genocide and Persecution series offers readers a multitude of perspectives, allowing for a more nuanced understanding of these
complex and horrific periods in world history; each volume is an anthology of previously published materials on acts of geno; Title
explores genocide and persecution of the Kurds, including the historical/cultural background of Kurdish persecution in Turkey and
Author: Noah Berlatsky.
ISIL's persecution of the Yazidis gained international attention and led to the American-led intervention in Iraq, which started with
United States airstrikes against ISIL. Additionally, the US, UK, and Australia made emergency airdrops to Yazidis who had fled to a
mountain range and provided weapons to the Kurdish Peshmerga who had a role in defending the Yazidis, together with PKK and
YPG forces. The persecution and genocide of Christians across the world is worse today than at any time in history, and Western
governments are failing to stop it, a report from a Catholic organization.
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